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BASIC	OUTLINE	OF	STUFF	

  New	Nasa	missions	and	new	Big	Data	
  It’s	a	New	World	now	but	still	
constrained	by	the	old	
  Science	Literacy	and	Outreach	–	the	
need	for	a	new	perspective	and	
approach	



Missions to Earth are becoming 
important 



There is a good story here about 
exploration and instrumentation 



The Story of Life may 
indeed be Universal 
(as scientifically 
expected) 
 

LITERACY TEST 





Expected Launch June 2017 – 
instruments still being calibrated 



Now suspended to May 2018 



Timeline will likely be pushed back 
a couple more years 



Part of the Discovery of Life 
Pathway 



Earth Monitoring Mission 



CubeSat Array - key to 
understanding hurricane evolution 



Launch for sure – also key to understanding tropical 
storm evolution – can take data similar to scale of 
simulations 



Part II:  A Brave new World?  Complexity 
Revealed 



Big data, discovery and new kinds of 
Astronomy – are we prepared? 

MOVING TO THE TEMPORAL DOMAIN 



DISCOVERY	IN	ASTRONOMY	

   Has	almost	always	progressed	by	building	new	Detectors	(Not	Necessarily	Large	
Apertures!)	and	opening	up	new	wavelengths	to	survey	the	Universe.	

   The	Universe	reveals	most	of	its	interesting	physics	in	wavelengths	other	than	the	
optical	regime	

   The	New	Gravitational	Wave	Source	Discovered	in	9/2015	is	an	excellent	example	

Unforeseen	objects	now	exist	In	
this	“known”		Universe	–	
outreach	has	emphasized	the	
triumph	but	not	the	discovery	of	
these	new	objects	



DISCOVERY MILESTONES 

X-Ray Clusters Dusty Proto-planet 
Disks 

New Kinds of 
Galaxies 

XUV Disks The Gamma Ray Universe 



Too many pixels, too little Screens 

u  A 36 million pixel image (displayed here on 1 million pixels) 



35 Million Pixel Native Resolution – 1 cm per 
pixel 



Coming to the UO 

50 
Million 
pixels 



Okay	Great,	Can	I	get	a	bigger	Brain?	–	This	is	
the	principal	limitation	with	Big	Data	



Science Literacy – what is it?  How do we 
improve it? 



Outreach Oregon “O” Style 



Once upon a Time: 
 

•  Everything Was Known 

•  Every thing was Simple 

•  Every thing was logical and ordered 

•  Uncertainty DID NOT EXIST 

•  Tell the people the Known Truth 
 

•   Impress people with how 
clever we  are And how 
impressive science is, 
since we have figured it 
all out 



Yet Science is NOT a pathway 
to the truth – in fact, just the 
opposite – Science is a process 
that maps out everything 
which is unknown. 
 
Science is a process that should 
produce humility not a process 
that produces arrogance 
because we think we 
understand everything 
 
The current management of 
the planet is very arrogant – this 
needs to change – this is the 
big picture of science literacy 



Most people when they visit the 
beach look out upon the vast ocean 
and reflect. 
 
Is this an ocean of Truth or an 
ocean of the unknown;  is it an 
ocean of opportunity?  - certainly it 
is an ocean of exploration 
 
Science is the process of 
exploration that maps out the 
uncertainty – Science literacy is the 
understand of that as the mission 
of Science 
 
Outreach should stress this at all 
times 


